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Disclaimer: to anyone reading this, you’ve probably heard it said a thousand times; exchange 

changed my life, it was the best experience I’ve ever had et cetera. I’m about to repeat all 

those.  

For my exchange, I did a semester at UBC in Vancouver British Columbia. This uni has a great 

international reputation, and is one of the most scenic campuses in the world, but google could 

probably tell you that. So scenic that one of the streets was closed off for a while for a film 

crew. Their campus is huge, often it would take me 20 minutes to get from one class to the 

other. On campus, there are so many eating options, they have a beach (a nudist one at that), 

an anthropology museum, so many options to check out close to home! Campus life was 

definitely a highlight. And if you though finding a seat at central was hard, wait until you take 

a crack at Irving K Barber.  

I was lucky enough to get into a residence, Fairview, which essentially is a quaint looking block 

of adjacent flats. Flats contain 4-6 rooms, which you are randomly allocated into. Please pick 

Fairview, there experience is a lot better although it may not offer the same elevated views as 

Walter Gage (another residence). There is more of a community feel and you maintain a lot of 

independence. I would liken it to living in a flat with your friends living right down the road 

from you. There is an exchange students club (the ESC) and they do a phenomenal job of 

keeping the exchange spirit alive by organising event every other week, including weekend 

trips away, a ball, quiz nights, beer tastings etc. They also host parties at an on-campus (!!) bar 

every second week at least called Koerners, which are really fun and a really good chance to 

‘meet’ other exchange students. They reminded me of nights at starters (don’t lie, everyone 

loves starters). In terms of nightlife, we went downtown a couple of times, but mostly there’s 

stuff happening on campus so you don’t need to go far very often. 

I was PE student, so I optimistically chose a couple of PE papers to do as well as one elective (a 

100 level archaeology paper). I partially wish I took this opportunity to do more electives and 

dabble in other things I was interested in as they contribute towards open credits for my 

degree. I noticed a very funny theme, of which all the exchange students would stress over 

tests and assignments because we’d spent too much time having fun and no time actually 

studying, but then we’d actually all do decently well academically. So don’t stress the grades, 

everything will work out. This may be exclusive to kinesiology, but I found that my classes were 

less about academic content and more about group work, so this may result in you setting time 

aside for stressy local students who are trying really hard. Classes are usually huge, imagine 

first year health sci but for every class. Don’t be shy and just say hi to the person next to you- 

everyone will froth over your accent. 

In terms of the social life, most of my friends were other exchange students and I think living 

in an exchange-student dominated residence played a big part in this. I made a few friends in 

my classes and one of my flatties was a second year Canadian, but mostly they had their own 



lives and as an exchange student you gel very easily with people who have the same agenda as 

you (fun orientated). You’ll easily meet people through all the exchange student events too; 

everyone is really friendly and just wants to be your pal. That being said. it is possible to merge 

your way in solely Canadian social groups, but people who did this usually had some kind of 

medium to meet people through eg they were hard core snow-till-I-die skiers. Interestingly, 

without making too many generalisations, there were some nationalities who do like to keep 

to themselves/ with people from their country. Don’t be that person!! You haven’t gone 

overseas to hang out with only other kiwis (there will be plenty of cool kiwis, but there are 

other cool people out there too). 

In terms of travelling round; my game plan was that, since I had chosen Canada, I was mostly 

going to explore Canada. I did a lot of weekend trips and camping expeditions and hikes locally, 

which was a really good cough*cheap*cough way to really see what Canada is all about. 

Canada is renowned for being one of the most beautiful countries in the world, and I Think it 

would be a shame to remain in the cities 24/7 and miss out on all that beauty. A big roadie to 

Banff and Jasper is a classic, there are so many scenic lakes and mountains and if you put of a 

big group together, it can be very cheap in terms of car rental and accommodation. The surf 

town of Tofino and Victoria (the capital of BC) all on Vancouver Island are very accessible as 

well. They make for cool places to check out, the Vancouver Island wilderness is beautiful too, 

but I did this trip with my at the time partially-crippled dad so we didn’t get any hiking in. The 

states are close by too, so a big roadie through Seattle down to Portland was also one of my 

highlights. Keep a lookout for the ESC trips, they organise a few trips a semester which may be 

slightly on the expensive side, but worth it for the deals your get on the activities and the 

friends you make.  I would have loved to venture over to the eastern side of Canada, but it was 

cheaper to fly to New York for some reason so we ended up doing a pre-Christmas trip to New 

York instead. 

Of course, if you’re a skier, you already know that North Americas biggest ski field is only a 2 

hour bus ride away. I wasn’t a skier but quickly became one. BC is a playground in the winter 

full of cool fields to explore, and genuinely some of the coolest things I have ever done. 

Whistler is like a Queenstown- severely overpriced, but there are ways around it. Many people 

got season passes, and they worked out to save lots of money, and it’s possible to buy 100% 

of your ski gear over there for relatively cheap prices as an alternative packing it in your check 

in if you’d prefer to be able to bring clothes. 

Young naive me booked a flight back home before even leaving for Vancouver. Don’t do this. I 

had to cancel my flight and it cost me a few $$. I managed to find people who liked me so we 

all planned a big Christmas trip to whistler (pretty much every did this) where we stayed in a 

little log cabin all snowed in, spending our days cooking dinner for friends, watching movies 

and skiing. It was the magical white Christmas you know you’ve always wanted.   

If I could go back and time and give myself one piece of advice, it would be to speculate over 

the amount of money I think I need to save, and then double it. Living in Residence was 

expensive, but that was only to be expected. Canada and Vancouver particularly were sold to 

be as being very inaccessible to poor peasant students like me, but it wasn’t. What will really 

bite you in the butt is how much you spend on travel. You’ll want triple the amount of weekend 



trips you think you want to go on, and possibly this advice is coming from someone with below-

par budgeting skills but everything cost a lot more than I expected (especially if travelling to 

the states). P.s Alcohol is expensive and there is no scrumpy.  

And so here it is; Just go on exchange. It was without a doubt probably the best thing I have 

ever done (it was better than the classic gap year) and I met people who are now some of my 

best friends. You grow so much as a person and you’ll see and experience things you won’t 

ever see or experience staying round on Castle Street. This opportunity is a gift, so you’d be 

crazy not to take it. 

  



If you didn’t gram this sign, you didn’t go to UBC The nudist beach on campus (to keep it PG we are clothed) 

 

A white Christmas in Whistler On top of the Rock, NY 

Peyto Lake on our Banff/Jasper Roadie 


